
Lewe Quilt Instructions
create a cuddly crib quilt or wall hanging

Our fabric panel printed with these lovable Susybee characters makes it easy to 

create a cuddly crib quilt or wall hanging for your special little one. 

Finished size is approximately 41” x 34”
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What you’ll need:

        •   1 Lewe printed quilt panel (SB20042-710)

         •   1 1/4 yards coordinating fabric for backing (SB20052-100)
         •   1/2 yard contrasting coordinating fabric for binding (SB20053-810)
         •   44" x 36" piece of quilt batting
         •   Rotary cutter, clear ruler, fabric marker, matching thread, and the usual sewing supplies.
        

Instructions:

1)    Iron panel and backing fabrics. Using the quilt panel as a pattern piece, place on top of the coordinated backing fabric, lining up the length of 
the quilt panel to be parallel to the selvage of the backing fabric. Separate pieces once cut and begin creating your quilt ‘sandwich’ by placing 
the backing fabric, wrong side up, on a lat surface.  Center and smooth the batting on top of the backing fabric. Center and smooth the front  
quilt panel, right side up, on top of the batting. Pin or baste the three layers together, beginning at the center and working toward the sides.

2)   Quilt as desired, with hand or machine stitches. 

3)   Trim panel selvages, excess backing fabric, and batting so all edges are even and straight.

4)    To make the binding, cut four 2 1/2" x 42" strips from the contrasting fabric. Sew the short ends of the binding strips together with a 1/4" 
seam allowance to make one long length of binding. Press seams open.

5)    Fold the seam allowance back on one end of the binding strip 1/4" and press. Fold the binding in half lengthwise with wrong sides together, 
matching raw edges, and press.

6)    Starting with the turned back end, place the binding in the middle of one side of the quilt sandwich. Align the raw edges with the edge of 
the quilt panel. With a 3/8" seam allowance, begin sewing the binding to the quilt about 4" from the turned back edge, stopping 1/2" from 
the corner and back stitching to secure (igure A). 

7)    To turn the corner, fold the loose binding up, making a 45 degree angle (igure B.). Keeping the diagonal fold in place, fold the binding back 
down, aligning the raw edges of the next side of the quilt. Starting at the point where the last stitch ended, sew down the next side (igure C).

8)   Continue to sew the binding around all sides of the quilt. When you approach the starting point, cut excess binding, leaving enough to tuck  
       inside the beginning end of the binding. 

9)    Turn the folded edge of the binding to the back of the quilt. Hand stitch the folded edge in place to just cover the machine stitches, folding a 
neat miter at each corner. If desired, decorative machine stitches can be sewn around the binding seam. 

10)   Congratulations. You’re done! If using as a wall hanging, ix to the wall with decorative tacks or double-sided tape.
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